In search of unicorns?
Look no further
A comprehensive assessment of the skills and capability you have within your team
and wider analytic community will facilitate successful project resourcing, assess skill
gaps and align learning & development programmes to deliver value and ROI from
your team; whilst helping to retain and nurture your talent.
Understand your data community. Deﬁne, build & nurture teams to drive eﬀective
data-driven transformation.

A fully functional data science team needs 6 different skillsets to succeed:
ROLE

WHY CRITICAL TO THE DATA SCIENCE TEAM?

Eﬀectively interacts with
business users to understand the

Has the soft skills to enable eﬀective

challenge to be met, and to deliver

and empathetic communication and

insight back to the users in a

collaboration with business stakeholders.

clear and compelling manner.

Communicator

Extracts, cleans and

Data wranglers are the experts when it

manipulates data of varying

comes to handling and controlling data - rarely

volume, variety and velocity into

is data clean and analysis ready, particularly

an analysis-ready format using

when it comes to unstructured data and

a variety of technologies.

multiple diﬀerent sources of data.

Data Wrangler

Writes production-grade code

Where the output required is not necessarily

to deploy consistent insights

the data or the insight it provides, but the code

and analytical thinking across the

which provides the user with a method to

business to communicate results

repeat common data and analytic tasks.

in a repeatable format.

Programmer

Technologists are especially important in

Leverages underlying technical

projects where there is a choice for the underlying

platforms to build eﬀective data

infrastructure to be used to support the project -

products and deploys insight

often this is already determined by what’s available to

across a business in a repeatable

the data scientist – but if there is a choice, a

and scalable manner.

technologist is fundamental to this decision.

Technologist

Utilises eﬀective statistical and

Modellers are key to any Data Science

machine learning, or

project with the need to use statistical or

optimisation algorithms, to

mathematical methods to deliver

convert data into wisdom.

predictions and drive optimal decisions.

Modeller

Visualisers use eﬀective visuals to convey

Creates powerful visuals to

complex messages in an inspiring and clear

understand structure in data

manner. Key to projects where the statistical outputs

and to eﬀectively communicate

needs to be communicated to non-technical

results to business users.

audience users to utilise the underlying code.

Visualiser

Activate Data Science Radar
Combining nearly 20 years of consultancy experience with our own
SaaS (software-as-a-service) platform, Data Science Radar is a full-service
package with everything you need to identify and build world-class talent.

For a demo visit mango-solutions.com/products/data-science-radar

